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Dear AREA Members:

AREA EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE

Welcome to the September 2016 AREA newsletter. This issue
comes following the AREA annual business meeting and the
executive committee rotation. I would like to start my letter to you
by thanking Andrew Koeser for his service as AREA president over
the past year. I have had the opportunity to learn immensely from
Andrew and his predecessor Cecil Konijnendijk van den Bosch. I
look forward to Andrew’s continued insights as AREA past president.

In the past few years AREA has blossomed, increasing membership and bringing together students, researchers, and professionals.

The annual business meeting this year marked the start of the
terms of AREA’s newest executive committee members. Alessio
Fini was chosen by the membership to serve as vice president.
Alessio received the early-career scientist award from ISA in 2014
and is currently a professor at the University of Florence.

Jess Sanders

Secretary/Treasurer

Jessica Sanders
President

Past President

In the next year, it is my hope that we increase the current capacity
to better serve all of the AREA members, as well as provide an unforgettable conference in 2017. I would like to thank all members
for their continued support and I look forward to a great year.
Sincerely,

President

Jessica Sanders
President-Elect

Anand Persad
Vice President

Alessio Fini
Jake Miesbauer
Andrew Koeser
COR Representative

Rich Hauer

One World Under One Canopy
2017 Annual International Conference and Trade Show (Washington, D.C. from 29 July to 2 August). The call for abstracts is open from 1 August to 18 November 2016 (no late
submissions will be accepted; the poster submission portal will remain open through January 2017).
Submit here: https://isa-arbor.currinda.com/register/event/1346
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Conference Wrap-Up
It was a cozy affair—meeting in the semi-formal ‘bird lounge’ of the aptly named
Bird Café in downtown Fort Worth, Texas. ISA staff liaison Tricia Duzan had
picked out the perfect venue for our 2016 AREA social event.

into the evening, I reflected on the past leadership
and administrative efforts that have cemented this
group into a cohesive unit that I will always be
happy and thankful to be a part of. I am looking
ahead to the challenges and opportunities of 2017,
as well as to seeing everyone again at our next
AREA social in Washington, D.C.

I wanted to get there early because I had been asked to step in for President Andrew and President-Elect Jess, who were unable to attend, so I was first through the
door as the bar assortment was being assembled—I knew it was going to be a good
meeting!!

International Perspective

By Anand Persad

Past president Cecil arrived moments later, and we began to chat. Tricia and Wes
Kocher (ISA) soon filed in, followed by several student participants and faculty
from various university programs. By the time of our official start at 5:30 pm, the
room was filled with friendly banter from AREA executives, members, student
and faculty invitees, and friends. With the bar situated in the middle of the room,
everyone rubbed shoulders with everyone else.
At 6:30 pm, after we enjoyed the first wave of hors d’oeuvres, Wes called the
meeting to order. I thanked everyone for their participation and acknowledged
the positive outcomes of the collaborative work we are all doing in the interest of
arboriculture. Following recognition of the 2016 Student Travel Grant recipients
(Alex Grieve, Tasman White, Eric North, Sophie Nitoslawski, and Keith O’Herrin),
T-shirts donated by Davey were distributed. Next, incoming Vice President Alessio
Fini was introduced. He thanked the membership for putting confidence in him,
and also expressed a positive outlook for the future of AREA’s role globally. AREA
is moving forward in the right direction: increased membership, rising attendance
at our AREA sessions at ISA
conference, more student
involvement, and continued
support of affiliate partners and
research.
Wes nicely wrapped up the
formal part of the event. As
the conversations continued

Meet Dr. Alessio Fini, Newest Member of the
AREA Executive Comittee

Alessio Fini, researcher at the Department of Agri-Food Production and Environmental Sciences at Florence University, has been working on projects regarding
sustainable cultivation techniques for nursery production and urban forestry, and
on stress tolerance of urban trees since 2005. Research topics include: pruning;
reduction in use of herbicides, irrigation and chemical fertilizers; effects of irradiance on leaf gas exchange and leaf anatomy; effects of different soil management
techniques on tree health and soil functionality; increasing drought tolerance of urban trees through development of native and species-specific mycorrhiza, nursery
pre-conditioning techniques and species selection; evaluation of plant responses
to climate change; evaluation of the effects of soil sealing on urban trees and urban
soils. He earned his Ph.D. in “Animal and vegetal production for sustainable landscape development” at the University of Florence.
He has been a member of ISA since 2006, and since 2010, he has been the representative for Europe on the ISA Membership Committee. In
2014, he was awarded the Early Career Scientist Award
by ISA. He is associate editor of the scientific journal
Urban Forestry and Urban Greening, and is currently
editing of the Routledge Handbook of Urban Forestry and
the special issue “Plant response to novel environmental
pressures” for the scientific journal Frontiers in Plant
Science. He is author of more than 70 publications in
international peer-reviewed journals, book chapters, and
conference proceedings.
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AREA Travel Grant Winners—Conference Experience
Alex Grieve
Receiving the AREA travel grant allowed me to present my research for the first
time in front of an audience of academics and professionals. I cannot imagine a
better, more supporting venue for a novice like myself. The relaxed environment
allowed me to present with confidence to an audience genuinely interested in my
research and eager to hear about it. Furthermore, I greatly appreciated the chance
to socialize with fellow AREA students throughout the conference. It was fun and
interesting to learn about the topics my peers were studying.
I had a great time at the conference and would recommend it to any student interested in Urban Forestry or Arboriculture. Very few events bring so many people
interested in trees to one building. It gave me the ability to really “geek out.” The
most difficult part was deciding which talks and presentations to attend.

Eric North
The 2016 Annual ISA Conference in Fort Worth, Texas was my second ISA conference, but my first as a student. Like many of the people I had the opportunity to
meet at the conference, I discovered urban forestry and arboriculture later in life.
Receiving the AREA student travel grant provided an exceptional opportunity to
interact with industry professionals and academics, which broadened my professional network and gave me insight into the opportunities available in the evolving
field of urban forestry.
Everyone I encountered, from the AREA Student Travel Grant winners and Student
Ambassadors to conference staff and professionals from around the world, shared
their experiences as students or their work in the industry. I found the people
who participated in the ISA conference and AREA sessions to be an extraordinary
group and I feel fortunate to be a part of AREA and ISA.
I enjoyed learning about the research other students are engaged in, as well as
the opportunity to present the preliminary results from my own research. As an
instructor, researcher, and Ph.D. candidate at the University of Minnesota, I appreciate the questions and feedback regarding my research and career potential. I

look forward to the opportunity to support future urban forestry and arboriculture
students with their involvement in AREA and ISA.

Sophie Nitoslawski
The 2016 ISA conference in Fort Worth was big and bold—much like the state
in which it took place. The sheer number of cowboy hats was quite impressive,
and made me a bit more reluctant to head home where tuques are worn most of
the year. The tradeshow was a whirlwind of new gear, big honking vehicles, and
innovative products (my personal favourite was the TreeDiaperTM), highlighting
the importance of creativity and ingenuity in the field of tree care. The conference
presentations were just as varied as the booths at the trade show. Cemetery tree
diversity, biochar, landscape design, and people’s hatred of trees were some of the
many topics covered by knowledgeable and charismatic speakers.
Most importantly, as an AREA Student Travel Grant winner I was given the opportunity to meet other passionate students and dedicated professionals representing varied backgrounds and experiences. I thoroughly enjoyed engaging with other
practitioners and discussing the challenges of planning and designing our urban
forests. Attending the student presentations was a rewarding experience, and all
were well received by the audience. I look forward to future ISA conferences, and I
have no doubt they will continue to be tree-mendous!

CO N T I N U E D O N PA G E 4

2016 AREA sessions at ISA International
Conference in Fort Worth, Texas

Students
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Tasman White
As an international recipient of an AREA Student Travel Grant I was able to attend
the 2016 ISA Annual International Conference and Trade Show for the very first
time. This was a great opportunity to network with researchers and educators from
around the world, as well as to catch up with friends and colleagues and put faces to
names of industry contacts who I had never before had the opportunity to meet in
person. I appreciated the broad scope and the quality of topics being presented by
researchers and practitioners alike.
Being given the opportunity to present my research to industry professionals and
academics was a great honour. On the final day of the conference, I presented findings from my research regarding the use of an emergent biochemical for managing drought stress in urban trees. Following my presentation, I had some great
questions and conversations with others who were interested in the research I’m
conducting or were carrying out research in a similar area. The knowledge and
perspective I gained from listening to other presenters and from the many conversations I had with others was invaluable. Possibly the most insightful part of the
entire conference for me was listening to other researchers presenting their findings
and realising that what they were relating would shed light on unanswered questions in my own research.
I thoroughly enjoyed my experience at the ISA Annual International Conference
and Trade Show and enjoyed the various AREA events that were held during the
conference. I have always believed that both ISA and AREA have a great focus regarding their approach to arboricultural research and education and this belief has
only been confirmed by my recent experience in Fort Worth. Thank you AREA and
ISA for helping to facilitate and grow research and education within arboriculture
and urban forestry. I look forward to another great ISA conference next year!

Keith O'Herrin
I was happy to share my current research efforts on analyzing the urban forestry
career ladder as an AREA Travel Grant Award Recipient. I greatly appreciated
the feedback I received on both my presentation skills and on the direction of my
research. This was my third time attending the ISA Annual International Conference and Trade Show, and it was once again a very rewarding experience. I have

delivered many oral presentations before, but I still greatly appreciate the chance
to share my research. I also presented a poster this year for the first time. This was
another great experience and I plan on presenting research posters again in the
future. I will be graduating in December from Virginia Tech with a Ph.D. in Urban
Forestry, so this was definitely the last year I could attend as a student. And after
ten years of college, that is just fine. I look forward to attending the ISA conference
in the future and expect that, wherever my career takes me next, ISA and AREA
will have a lot to offer me. I also hope to be able to give back.

Upcoming Events
Kentucky Arborist Association Annual Conference
Louisville, Kentucky, USA
20–21 October 2016
Follow link for details and to register: https://kaa-2016-annual-conference.eventbrite.com

2016 Asia-Pacific Tree Climbing Championship
Pat Sin Leng Country Park, Hong Kong, North Eastern New Territories,
HONG KONG
26–27 November 2016
The Asia Pacific Tree Climbing Championship (APTCC) provides a competitive
but educational opportunity for working arborists in the Asia Pacific region to
demonstrate and exchange new climbing techniques and equipment, as well as,safe
work practices. The APTCC also increases the interaction between various firms,
ISA chapters and Associate Organizations and members, and provides positive
public exposure for the profession in that region of the world. More information...
http://www.itcc-isa.com/events/regional/aptcc/aptcc.aspx

CO N T I N U E D O N PA G E 5
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Washington, D.C., USA
29 July - 2 August 2017
One World Under One Canopy 29 July-2 August 2017 in Washington,D.C.: The call
for abstracts is open from 01 August to 18 November 2016 (no late submissions
will be accepted; the poster submission portal will remain open through January
2017).More information...http://www.isa-arbor.com/events/conference/educationalprogramming.aspx

More Events
Full Events Calendar
For a continually updated listing of events, please visit http://www.isa-arbor.com/
events/eventscalendar/index.aspx

Municipal Tree Care and Management in the United States:
A 2014 Urban and Community Forestry Census of Tree Activities
Trees are a recognized and significant asset to communities. For community
trees to remain an asset and to increase in value they need care and regular
maintenance. Municipal Tree Care and Management in the United States:
A 2014 Urban and Community Forestry Census of Tree Activities is the fifth
report over 40 years that addresses the many approaches communities take
to manage public trees. It has been over 20 years since the last rendition
in 1993. We are grateful to the 667 communities that provide data for this
project.
Follow http://bit.ly/MuniTree which contains pdf versions of the report, the
Executive Summary only, and the technical appendix. The first four of a sixpart Arborist News Series is also at this site along with a paper on the effects
of EAB on municipal budgets that was possible as a result of the dataset.

Civic Science in Urban Forestry

Call for abstracts open through 1 December 2016
Arboriculture & Urban Forestry, ISA's scientific journal, aims to
advance the scholarship of civic science in urban forestry through
the curation of a special issue focusing on engaging the public in
data collection, knowledge production, and stewardship as they
pertain to urban forestry.
Citizen science has been gaining prominence in urban forestry in
the past decade, with municipalities and nonprofits engaging volunteers in tree data collection. Related forms of public engagement
have also brought diverse stakeholders into the fold of knowledge
production and stewardship of urban greenspaces, including participatory research and civic ecology. These varied approaches, while
they have different disciplinary foundations, all connect as a means
of engaging the public in the study and management of urban trees:
what we refer to here as civic science in urban forestry.
There is a need for basic research about the conceptual frameworks
of civic engagement in urban forest research, empirical evidence
about best practices for applying
citizen science and other participatory
approaches to research and practice,
and impacts of volunteering on the
participants themselves.
For more information regarding this
invitation, read the instructions on the
next page or read the latest journal
online for more information.

https://www.isa-arbor.com/myAccount/login.
aspxAUFSept2016.jpg

2017 ISA Annual International Conference
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Invitation to submit to a special issue
of Arboriculture & Urban Forestry
Civic Science in Urban Forestry: Engaging the Public
in Data Collection, Knowledge Production, and
Stewardship
Scope of the special section
Citizen science has been gaining prominence in urban forestry in the past decade, with municipalities and nonprofits engaging volunteers in tree data collection. Related forms of public engagement have also brought diverse stakeholders
into the fold of knowledge production and stewardship of urban green spaces,
including participatory research and civic ecology. These varied approaches,
while they have different disciplinary foundations, all connect as a means of
engaging the public in the study and management of urban trees: what we refer
to here as civic science in urban forestry.
Yet as municipalities, states, nonprofits, and scientists engage in various forms of
civic science, there is a need for basic research about the conceptual frameworks
of civic engagement in urban forest research, empirical evidence about best
practices for applying citizen science and other participatory approaches to research and practice, and impacts of volunteering on the participants themselves.
This special issue of Arboriculture & Urban Forestry (AUF) aims to advance the
scholarship of civic science in urban forestry. We invite authors to submit article
abstracts related to the following topics:
Meanings and uses of citizen science, participatory research, and civic ecology in
urban forest research and practice
• Characteristics and motivations of volunteers in civic science for urban
forestry
• Conservation psychology, environmental stewardship, and science literacy outcomes of citizen science in urban environments, including youth
education
• Trade-offs in using volunteers vs. paid workers, such as with urban tree
inventories and monitoring

•
•
•
•

Understanding volunteer data quality for urban trees
New technologies for volunteer data collection and data sharing for citizen
science in urban forestry
Best management practices for civic science in urban forest research and
practice
Co-production of urban forestry knowledge by scientists, managers, and the
public

We invite articles that fall under any of the following types:
• Original Research: Original fundamental research that contributes to the
scientific foundations that support the disciplines of arboriculture and urban
forestry.
• Reviews: These include literature reviews or syntheses of previous work that
identify trends, designate areas for new work, and/or compare competing
theories.
• Empirical Analyses: Appropriate for analysis of procedures, equipment, or
management systems that will lead to the improvement of best management
practices.
• Short communications: Appropriate for original research investigations that
report preliminary or novel results on limited data sets.

Short abstracts due 1 December 2016
Authors are invited to submit abstracts (250 words maximum) of manuscripts for
the special issue, due 1 December 2016. Submissions should also include a list of
authors, their affiliations, a title for the article, and a note about which article type
the submission falls under (Original Research, Reviews, Empirical Analyses, Short
Communications). Abstracts should be emailed to guest editor Lara Roman,
lroman@fs.fed.us, with the subject line: “AUF special issue.”

Manuscripts between 1 March–1 June 2017
The guest editors and AUF associate editors will review the submitted abstracts.
Those selected for the special issue will be invited to submit a full manuscript to
AUF between 1 March–1 June 2017. Note that the journal does not have a specific
length limit but brevity is preferred.
All full manuscripts must follow the journal’s instructions to authors, including
submitting through Manuscript Central:
http://www.isa-arbor.com/education/publications/auf.aspx
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Call for Papers Issued for Trees, People and the Built
Environment 3
A call for papers has been issued for a major triennial international urban trees
research conference. Trees People and the Built Environment 3 (TPBE 3) will
take place on 5–6 April 2017, at the University of Birmingham.
This year the conference will focus on two significant areas of research; Roads
to Place - Why trees are an integral part of highway transport design on Day 1
and The Health Crisis – the role of trees in improving human health (Mental,
physical, social and cultural) on Day 2.
The event will provide a platform for UK and international researchers and practitioners to showcase their vital work in these areas, and help both built and
natural environment professionals turn this research into action on the ground.
Papers that address the conference topics in both the social and natural sciences are welcomed. These will be:
• Original research papers presenting new work in a specific subject area.
• Review papers covering existing and ongoing research in the subject areas
of transport and health. This type of paper is also expected to indicate 		
where future research in that field might be focused.
• Case Studies demonstrating research being brought through to practice.
Selected authors will join expert keynote speakers in presenting to over 400
built and natural environment delegates from across the UK and the world.
With the conference offering both local and international perspectives, papers
from overseas authors will be welcomed by the selection committee.

Guidelines for Abstract Submission

Please send an abstract of not more than 300 words. All submissions must
comply with the following:

- Have a title, authorship (including affiliation),
- Have no more than five keywords
- Identify if it is an original research paper or a review paper
- Be submitted by e-mail in Word format by: 12:00 GMT, 21 October 2016
Papers will be reviewed by industry specialists from the Conference Steering
Group. Authors whose papers are then selected will be invited to present their
work at the conference. Most presentations will last no longer than 30 minutes.
The papers accepted will be peer-reviewed and appear in an online publication
of the conference proceedings.
Authors whose papers are selected will be notified by 28 October 2016. Those
authors who are not successful may be given the opportunity to present a
poster at the conference.
Full papers of selected presentations must be received by 3 March 2017 without
exception, in accordance with instructions.
The author or main author of selected papers will be given a complimentary
place at the conference and will have their travel expenses reimbursed and accommodation and meals provided, in accordance with conference guidelines
for speakers.
Abstract submissions and academic enquiries should be directed to Professor
Alan Simson, Chartered Landscape Architect & Urban Forester at Leeds Beckett
University: a.simson@leedsbeckett.ac.uk.

Media Enquiries

Julie Adamson
Marketing & Communications Officer
Institute of Chartered Foresters
+44 (0) 131 240 1425
julie.adamson@charteredforesters.org
Visit www.charteredforesters.org
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Request for Proposals for Comprehensive Literature
Reviews: Deadline 18 November 2016
Overview

ISA is continuing their series of scientific literature reviews, with the goal of identifying the frontiers of arboriculture and disseminating this knowledge to the
profession worldwide. The first step in advancing our knowledge is to perform
a literature review to ascertain what is already known and what research has
already been conducted.
To that end, ISA is now accepting proposals for literature reviews on the following topics:
1. Tree Benefits and Public Awareness (e.g., quantifying tree benefits, public awareness of trees and their benefits, public perception of arborists and
urban foresters)
2. Plant Health Care (e.g., tree diagnostic practices, application of integrated
pest management, abiotic disorder management)
3. Urban and Community Forestry (e.g., tree species diversity, climate change
effects on the urban forest, inventories and management plans, strategic
management, planning and design of resilient urban forests)
4. Mature Tree Care and Preservation (e.g., pruning techniques, preservation
ordinances, balancing tree risk and tree benefits)

Budget
The successful bidder must submit a proposal for all specified services within a
budget cap of $5,000 USD.

Additional Information

All proposals must be received by the close of business 18 November 2016. For
more information, and to view the entire Request for Proposals, go to
http://www.isa-arbor.com/education/portalToResearch/index.aspx.

Scope of Services

The successful bidder will be required to perform the following services:
1. Submit a study plan and outline to the Science and Research Committee
(SRC) (no more than 3 months after the contract is implemented) for review
and feedback.
2. Submit a final summary report to the SRC.
3. Prepare a literature review paper for publication in Arboriculture & Urban
Forestry listing all research published (preferably primary sources in refereed
journals) and summarizing previous work, trends that have emerged, research
possibilities that have been overlooked, approaches that show promise or
have proven sterile, and recommendations for further research. The summary
should discuss the quality, merit, and scope of the research studies.
4. Prepare a summary article suitable for Arborist News magazine, summarizing the work and its relevance and applicability to practitioners in the profession.
5. Prepare to take an active part in organizing a workshop or educational
symposium on the topic of the review.

Join us in Washington, DC in 2017!
The ISA Annual International Conference and Trade Show is a unique opportunity to network and interact with arboriculture professionals, industry experts,
practicing arborists, climbers, researchers, educators, and students from around
the world. Share and learn about the latest in research, technology, and other
innovations in arboriculture and urban forestry.
The call for abstracts is open from 1 August to 18 November 2016 (no late submissions will be accepted).
Submit an abstract:
https://isa-arbor.currinda.com/register/event/1346

